Big Bill Broonzy - Black Brown And White (1995)

1. get back (3:04)
2. hey baby (2:55)
3. stump blues (3:00)
4. willie mae (2:51)
5. walkin' down a lonesome road (3:17)
6. mopper's blues (2:39)
7. I know she will (3:14)
8. hollerin' and cryin' the blues (3:06)
9. leavin' day (3:03)
10. southbound train (3:01)
11. tomorrow (2:50)
12. you changed (2:54)
13. the bunny hop (2:57)
14. john henry (3:19)
15. the crawdad song (2:50)
16. bill bailey, won't you please come home (3:24)
17. make my getaway (3:23)
18. jimmy crack corn (3:04)
19. backwater blues (3:21)
20. in the evening (3:27)
21. trouble in mind (2:36)

Personnel: Big Bill Broonzy (vocals, guitar); Blind John Davis (piano).

Black, Brown and White includes live tracks recorded in Belgium in March 1952 (three featuring pianist Blind John Davis) and December 1955 during Europe’s discovery of Big Bill Broonzy. The highlight of the disc is the laid-back atmosphere in the living room setting recorded at Broonzy biographer Yannick Bruyoghes' house in Brussels. Several Broonzy classics are revisited, along with traditional blues standards "Nobody's Business," "Alberta," and "Careless Love." ---Al Campbell, AMG